
Literary Devices Worksheet

Directions: Match each of the following literary devices to the correct definition

1. Theme a. When an author gives human characteristics to non living things

2. Plot b. comparing two or more objects or ideas without using like or as

3. Setting c. the tension or problem between two characters or forces

4. Conflict d. extreme exaggeration - usually for a sarcastic tone

5. Point of View e. the feelings behind the story

6. Tone f. the time and place a in which a story takes place

7. Repetition g. using written language to help the reader visualize the image of
the story

8. Imagery h. the way the story is told - by the narrator or the character telling
the story

9. Symbolism i. the events of a piece of literature

10. Alliteration j. The main subject of a text that links the piece together to create
understanding on a topic

11. Onomatopoeia k. comparing two or more objects or ideas using like or as

12. Personification l. Suggesting a meaning in a text using metaphoric examples

13. Metaphor m. giving a deeper, often hidden meaning to an object or event

14. Simile n. using words in a row that all start with the same consonant sound

15. Allegory o. words whose meanings are the sounds they make

16. Hyperbole p. when a word, phrase, or idea is written or said more than once



Literary Devices Worksheet Answer Key

Directions: Match each of the following literary devices to the correct definition

1. Theme j. the main subject of a text that links the piece together to create
understanding on a topic

2. Plot i. the events of a piece of literature

3. Setting f. the time and place a in which a story takes place

4. Conflict c. the tension or problem between two characters or forces

5. Point of View h. the way the story is told - by the narrator or the character telling
the story

6. Tone e. the feelings behind the story

7. Repetition p. when a word, phrase, or idea is written or said more than once

8. Imagery g. using written language to help the reader visualize the image of
the story

9. Symbolism m. giving a deeper, often hidden meaning to an object or event

10. Alliteration n. using words in a row that all start with the same consonant sound

11. Onomatopoeia o. words whose meanings are the sounds they make

12. Personification a. When an author gives human characteristics to non living things

13. Metaphor b. comparing two or more objects or ideas without using like or as

14. Simile k. comparing two or more objects or ideas using like or as

15. Allegory l. suggesting a meaning in a text using metaphoric examples

16. Hyperbole d. extreme exaggeration - usually for a sarcastic tone


